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BCWipe Enables Trusted Computer Donations
with Tamper-Proof Wiping
THE CHALLENGE

For Fablab des 3 Lapins, companies that donate their used computers demand reliable
proof of data erasure. Used computers are donated by various sources to combat the
digital divide, equipping disadvantaged communities and helping jobseekers.
“We need to gain trust from companies who give us their computers. Before a used
computer can come back for a second life, BCWipe makes sure that no sensitive data
remains,” clarifies Implementation Expert of Fablab des 3 Lapins, Norbert Romand.
Originally, Fablab was using the Linux native method for their data wiping and reporting.
Fablab’s complaint was that it was too time-consuming, and it had proved difficult to get
help from a non-Linux specialist.
Aware of these demands and with limited resources, Romand knew he needed to find an
alternative — and fast:
• Wipe hard drives before donating
• Retrieve tamper-proof wiping reports
• Provide user-friendly solution for all collaborators

THE SE ARCH

Fablab evaluated Jetico’s BCWipe Total WipeOut among native and third-party
alternatives. Fablab required a trustworthy solution that was easy to use. Impressed by
Jetico’s reputation — trusted for over 20 years by clients like the U.S. Department of
Defense — Fablab selected Jetico’s BCWipe Total WipeOut.

Profile: Fablab des 3 Lapins (’Fablab of
the 3 rabbits’) is a non-profit organization
whose mission is to implement the
digital revolution in rural and sociodisadvantaged areas. The goal is to combat
the widening digital divide and advance
virtuous, sustainable, and equitable
economic and social development.
Industry: Non-profit
Employees: 15

THE SOLUTION

Fablab des 3 Lapins invested in Jetico’s solution to assure the contributors of used
computers that their data was securely erased along with a reliable wiping report.
“Getting started with BCWipe was easy as pie — the friendly interface held our hand
throughout the creation of the bootable disk,” explains Romand. “Once ready, we just
had to plug in the disk in the desired computer, and bam, the wiping process started.”

“

We need trust from the companies that
give us their computers. Before giving a
computer back for a second life, BCWipe
makes sure no sensitive data remains.

“

Website: www.fablab3lapins.org
Need for Wiping: Trustworthy and userfriendly wiping solution able to provide
tamper-proof reports.

Getting started with BCWipe Total WipeOut
was easy as pie — just plug in the disk in
the desired computer, and bam, the wiping
process starts.

Norbert Romand, Implementation Expert, Fablab des 3 Lapins

With an enterprise license of BCWipe Total WipeOut, Fablab was equipped with a
bootable disk that allowed them to wipe unlimited PCs.
Beyond security and simplicity of use, Fablab enjoyed the wide choice of schemes for
wiping. “Giving the option to select a wiping scheme is always a plus for our donors. It’s
an extra reassurance that their data is being handled by professionals. Also, it helps them
match potential industry requirements,” explains Romand.
“Fablab couldn’t be happier with the results, as well as the customer service received
from Jetico,” says Romand. “This has been the best experience Fablab has had with a
software company.”

Why BCWipe Total WipeOut?
• Tamper-proof wiping reports
• User-friendly solution — no need to learn new skills
• Reliable provider — trusted 20+ by U.S. DoD
• Wide choice of wiping schemes — meet different
industry standards
• Responsive Commercial & Technical Support

Complete Endpoint Data Protection

BCWipe Total WipeOut

TM

Enables Trusted Computer Donations
Erase Hard Drives
BCWipe Total WipeOut – Enterprise Edition
Engineered for a wide range of users — from large organizations handling national
security to small offices with personal data — BCWipe Total WipeOut keeps sensitive
information from falling into the wrong hands.
•
•
•
•
•

Compliant disposal when upgrading hardware
Wiping before sending for physical destruction
Clearing to decommission or repurpose drives between classified programs
Erasing failed hard drives under warranty before returning to manufacturer
Donating computers to community

About Jetico

Customers have the option of buying licenses for a defined number of wipes or working
with an unlimited annual licensing option. In addition to a bootable disk, BCWipe
Total WipeOut can wipe drives and store reports remotely over the network by using
nothing more than a web browser.

Jetico provides complete endpoint data
protection software for national security,
compliance and personal privacy. Powerful
yet easy to use, BCWipe and BestCrypt are
engineered for a wide range of users from
experts at large organizations to people at
home.
Our Company:
• Trusted for over 10 years by the U.S.
Department of Defense and all top-10
defense contractors
• Focused expertise with highly
responsive agility, both technically and
commercially
• Over 1 million users in over 100
countries
• Over 20 years of experience

KNOW YOUR THRE ATS :
END - OF-LIFE vs . ONGOING
By erasing entire hard drives, BCWipe Total WipeOut handles end-of-life wiping.
But while computers are in use, you are at risk to ongoing threats —
both physical and virtual.
Protect your active data...

BCWipe
• Securely erases selected files and folders
— including data remanence, data spills
• U.S. DoD-approved with military-grade wiping
schemes
• Available for Windows, Mac OS X and UNIX

Our Mission and Vision:
We are the best solution to protect data at
rest. Beyond unbreakable data protection,
the best security works the way you do —
naturally and transparently.

BestCrypt
• Encrypts your sensitive files or all data on whole disks
— protection from hackers, cloud, lost hardware
• Peace of mind for compliance (GDPR, HIPAA, PCI DSS)
• Available for Windows, Mac OS X, Linux and Android

Thank you for your feedback!
Contact Jetico Enterprise Sales
Europe Tel. +358.92.517.3030
U.S. Tel. +1.202.742.2901
enterprise_sales@jetico.com

We would like to thank everyone who has
provided us with comments and suggestions
for software enhancements and additions over
the years. Many of your suggestions have been
incorporated into our software. Without you,
our products would not be what they are.
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